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Abstract

Affective states and their non-verbal expressions are an important aspect of human
reasoning, communication and social life. Automated recognition of affective states
can be integrated into a wide variety of applications for various fields. Therefore,
it is of interest to design systems that can infer the affective states of speakers
from the non-verbal expressions in speech, occurring in real scenarios. This paper
presents such a system and the framework for its design and validation. The frame-
work defines a representation method that comprises a set of affective-state groups
or archetypes that often appear in everyday life. The inference system is designed to
infer combinations of affective states that can occur simultaneously and whose level
of expression can change over time. The framework considers also the validation
and generalisation of the system. The system was built of 36 independent pair-wise
comparison machines, with average accuracy (tenfold cross validation) of 75%. The
accumulated inference system yielded total accuracy of 83% and recognised com-
binations for different nuances within the affective-state groups. In addition to the
ability to recognise these affective-state groups, the inference system was applied to
characterisation of a very large variety of affective state concepts (549 concepts) as
combinations of the affective-state groups. The system was also applied to annota-
tion of affective states that were naturally evoked during sustained human-computer
interactions and multi-modal analysis of the interactions, to new speakers and to
a different language, with no additional training. The system provides a power-
ful tool for recognition, characterisation, annotation (interpretation) and analysis
of affective states. In addition, the results inferred from speech in both English
and Hebrew, indicate that the vocal expressions of complex affective states such as
thinking, certainty and interest transcend language boundaries.

Key words: Affective computing, affect recognition, cognition, emotions, human
perception, intelligent systems, machine learning, multi-label inference,
multi-modal analysis, multi-modal database, speech analysis, speech corpora.
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1 Introduction

Affective states and their non-verbal expressions are important aspects of hu-
man reasoning, decision-making and communication. Recognition of affective
states can be integrated into fields such as human-computer interfaces and
interactions (HCI), human-robot interactions (HRI) and speech technologies.
The recognition can enhance such systems and user performance and has many
potential applications [1–3]. Recognition results can be used for analysis of user
reactions in order to predict intentions and to generate appropriate response.
It can also be used for annotation of speech corpora for synthesis of affective
speech. In order to achieve that, the systems designed should be able to infer
affective states occurring in real scenarios. The development of such systems
entails collection and labelling of speech corpora [4], development of signal
processing and analysis techniques, as well as consolidation of psychological
and linguistic analyses of affective states [5].

In this paper the term affective states refers to emotions, attitudes, beliefs,
intents, desires, pretending, knowledge and moods. Their expression reveals
additional information regarding the identity, personality and physiological
state of the speaker, in addition to context-related cues and cultural display
rules. This wide definition of the term affective states draws on a comprehen-
sive approach to the role and origin of emotions [5,6]: affective states and their
expressions are part of social behaviour [7,8], with relation to physiological and
brain processes [9,10]. They comprise both conscious [11] and unconscious re-
actions [12,13,10], and have cause and effect relations with cognitive processes
such as decision making [14,10]. A number of affective states can co-occur si-
multaneously [15–17], and change dynamically over time. A similar definition
of the concept affective states is given by Höök [18] who describes affect as
human, rich, complex and ill-defined experience.

The affective states are inferred from their non-verbal expressions. The term
expression refers here to the outward representation of the affective states. This
is the observable behaviour (conscious or unconscious) that people perceive
and interpret. It can be affected by factors such as context and cultural display
rules.

There are three main approaches to the design of affect recognition systems.
These approaches are used for inference from expressions in speech and in
other behavioural cues such as facial expressions. The most commonly used
approach [19,20,55] is to infer a small set of basic emotions [21,22], such as
happy, sad, angry, afraid, disgusted and surprised. The term refers to quali-
tatively distinct states that are held to be universal at least in essence, i.e.
recognisable by most people from most backgrounds, and associated with brain
systems that evolved to cope with various situations. These affective states
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have relatively clear definitions, although even within this set the need for
finer definitions has been addressed, for example distinguishing between cold

anger and warm anger [5,23,6,24]. Stereotypical expressions of these affective
states are perceived as easier to act and to recognise, and therefore useful for
both quick acquisitions of data-sets, and as a starting point for an emerg-
ing research field. However, these affective states do not encompass the entire
range of human affective states and (in most applications) do not relate to
nuances of expression. If the small set is used only as a starting point, it is an
open question whether the same behavioural cues are used for both extreme
emotions and subtle expressions of complex mental states. The inference is of
a single emotion for each analysed sentence so the systems encompass a small
set of affective states. This approach is a limited version of a broader perspec-
tive called the categorical representation method, in which additional affective
states are defined, either as a blend of basic emotions, or in conjunction with
other cognitive processes [25].

The second approach is to detect the existence of a selected affective state in
real situations, such as drivers’ stress, attempts at insurance fraud or post-
natal depression [26–28]. This method is not used in order to recognise which
affective states are expressed in the speech, but rather to detect whether a
certain affective state exists or not. It does not refer to other co-occurring
affective states or to different levels of the expression.

The third approach, which has recently become more widespread, is the di-

mensional approach, in which several expressions are identified each on a
one-dimensional (1-D), two (2-D) or three dimensional (3-D) space, with di-
mensions such as passive-active, positive-negative and low-high arousal levels
[5,29–33,38]. The dimensional approach provides in theory a more continu-
ous scale for interpretation but the research usually refers to recognition of
the edges or areas, for example: positive and low arousal or negative and high
arousal level. These descriptions are often correlated to physiological processes
such as changes in heart rate or skin conductivity [34], but they do not re-
flect the large variety of affective states nor the different levels of their expe-
rience. Furthermore, although people can annotate the affective states they
perceive of a sequence of sentences on a dimensional space [35,31] and radial
representations of affective states on dimensional space exist in research, in
everyday situations radius and angle are not commonly used to describe af-
fective states, and relatively coarse descriptions such as positive and negative
are rare. Therefore, the intelligibility of the inference results is limited and can
affect the applicability of systems that use this method. Various combinations
of the categorical approach and the dimensional approach have been offered
[36,37].

These approaches refer to affective states as single entities, although co-occurrences
of affective states are common, for example, a happy person can think and
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show interest at the same time. Mixtures of affective states, such as aversion-
attraction, like some feel to snakes, also appear. These approaches do not refer
to different level of experience of the affective states. The number of affective
states or dimensions that can be recognised is limited and does not represent
the range of affective states and their definitions as people use and express in
everyday life (except for the recognition of a single state existence).

There is a growing effort to use real recorded data for recognition [24,38].
However, using corpora of real (not acted) recorded data for training often
cannot overcome the limitations posed by the manner of representation. Using
real data may further limit the scope of the system because annotation of real
data is complicated [4,39], which in practice limits the developers to labelling
few affective states (or dimensions).

For all these reasons, a framework should be developed for the design of sys-
tems that can recognise and represent affective states in real scenarios in a
manner that is meaningful.

In order to be applicable to naturally evoked affective states in real scenarios,
a recognition system should be able to handle a large variety of affective states
and their expressions; recognise affective states that often occur in everyday
life (rather than full-blown emotions that are rarely experienced or seen); han-
dle various affective states that occur simultaneously [16,17]; handle dynamic
variations of affective states over time and define the vocal-features that dis-
tinguish different expressions [5,55,20]. Another challenge is generalising to
new speakers without additional training. A related question for further gen-
eralisation is whether the vocal expressions of affective states, beyond the
basic emotions, prevail over different languages and cultures so that one sys-
tem can infer mental states in different languages. A system that can do all
that can also be used for annotation and analysis of speech corpora for various
applications.

This paper presents an innovative framework for the design and validation of a
system that infers complex affective states from their non-verbal expressions
in speech. Complex affective states refer to affective states, such as moods,
emotions, mental states, attitudes and the like, that occur in everyday life
(beyond the set of basic emotions), including co-occurring affective states, dy-
namic variations and nuances of affective states. The framework includes the
choice and definition of two complementing data-sets for training, testing and
generalisation; the choice of affective states to be recognised; the design of a
system to infer different levels of recognition for combinations of co-occurring
affective states for each sentence or utterance and the validation and generali-
sation of the system. At the basis of the design is the observation that different
features distinguish different pairs of affective states [40,36], instead of finding
a single set of features to distinguish all expressions [20,41,24]. The validation
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and generalisation of the system include generalisation to a very large set of
affective state concepts and to automated annotation and analysis of natu-
rally evoked affective states during sustained human-computer interactions,
with validation by multi-modal analysis. The system was tested on data in
two different languages.

The paper presents the framework, its implementation and results. It aims to
present an overall approach for the design and validation of the system. More
detailed description of the implementation of each stage and its validation
may be found elsewhere [42,43].

2 Methodology

A system was designed to infer a ranked list of co-occurring affective states
from aural expressions in an utterance or a sentence. The methodology in-
cludes the choice of representation method, i.e. how affective states are rep-
resented and what the system should recognise. It also includes the choice
and definition of data-sets for training, testing and validation. The data-sets
are chosen according to the stated goal of the system, and the underlying
theory. Their structure defines the scope and capabilities of the system. The
architecture of the inference system is also a part of the methodology.

2.1 Affective states

There are large numbers of lexical definitions of affective states in most lan-
guages. For example, four thousand definitions for describing affective states
were identified in English [31]. Research in this area of affective computing
aims to clarify the states most likely to matter to emotion-oriented comput-
ing, and adapting ideas from psychology such as soft coding, dimensional
representation, and appraisal theory to provide representations that are more
tractable than lists of irreducible categories [44,24].

However, the prototype approach has not been widely used for the design of
systems that infer affective states from speech. The prototype approach consists
of both the contents of individual categories and the hierarchical structures
among them. It is a combination of the categorical approach and a hierarchi-

cal approach. It can represent a wide range of affective states and uses terms
that are intelligible and reflect knowledge. An example for this approach is the
Mind Reading taxonomy [45]. This taxonomy describes several hundred affec-
tive states, divided into 24 groups, such as happy, fond, kind, liked, romantic,
thinking, interested, bothered, interested, angry, unfriendly and afraid. Each
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of these groups includes many different emotions or affective state concepts
that share a common meaning and knowledge. For example, the unfriendly

group includes 120 affective state concepts, such as argumentative, cold and
discouraging. In addition to the meaningful groups of the taxonomy Baron et

al. [45,46] refer to different levels of affective states according to the typical age
at which people start to recognise and understand them (including affective
state concepts that are commonly understood only over the age of 18).

The differences between the categorical, dimensional and prototype represen-
tation approaches lie in their scope and intelligibility. The scope is the num-
ber of emotions and mental states that can be described by each method.
(It is smaller in the first method, while reaching hundreds and thousands of
affective-state labels in the other two methods). The intelligibility of the de-
scription method is derived from the similarity between the terms used by
this method and those used by people in everyday situations, as well as the
ability of these terms to cover the large extent of knowledge and meanings of
the different affective-state concepts. In this respect the prototype approach
is the most intelligible. However, taking as a reference to this approach the
Mind Reading taxonomy, a large variety of affective states that belong to the
same general meaning group often represent opposite characteristics regard-
ing descriptors such as active-passive (acknowledging and acknowledged) and
positive-negative (romantic and lecherous, confident and vain). Therefore, the
affective-state groups for automatic systems should be carefully chosen. In ad-
dition, like the other methods, taxonomies such as the Mind Reading usually
consider affective states as mutually exclusive entities, each belonging to a
single meaning group.

In order to represent affective state that occur in real settings, a representa-
tion method that draws on the prototype approach was chosen. The represen-
tation consists of a small set of nine affective-state groups or archetypes. The
affective-state groups are: joyful, thinking, absorbed or concentrating, stressed,
excited, opposed or disagree, interested, confident or sure, and unsure. Each of
these affective state groups comprises several affective states that belong to
the wider concept or affective-state group, for example, the excited group com-
prises affective states such as alert, lively and inspired. The chosen affective-
state groups are based, to a large extent, on the definitions and groups of the
Mind Reading taxonomy and database [45]. Table 1 lists the concepts that
were used for training.

This set of affective-state groups was chosen because it represents behavioural
patterns and terms that are common in everyday situations. Some of these
expressions have been observed in manual labelling of human-computer inter-
actions [47]. El-Kaliouby used quite a similar approach for recognition of six
affective-state groups from facial expressions and head gestures [48]. Afzal’s
survey of affect in intelligent tutoring reveals that different fields that approach
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Table 1
The nine affective-state groups that constitute the expression groups recognised by
the inference machine (left), and the corresponding concepts that were used for
training the machine (right).

Expression Concepts

joyful
tickled,carefree, amusing,overjoyed, festive, merry, enjoying,
glad, happy, joking, joyful, triumphant

absorbed absorbed, engaged, committed, concentrating, focused, thorough

sure
adamant, assertive, confident, sure, convinced, decided,
determined, resolved

stressed
bothered, hurried, hampered, overwrought, overrun, pressured,
rushed, stressed, flustered, impatient, tense, worried

excited alert, dynamic, lively, excited, inspired, invigorated, adventurous

opposed
argumentative, confrontational, contradictory, contrary,
disagreeing, disapproving, disinclined

interested asking, fascinated, probing, questioning, scrutinising, interested

unsure
confused, clueless, unsure, undecided, insecure, ambivalent,
puzzled, baffled, considering, debating

thinking
fantasising, thinking, choosing, deciding,
wool-gathering, comprehending, realising

this subject refer to another subset of these groups or to the individual con-
cepts within them [49]. Vidrascu et al. present a similar approach for manual
annotation (labelling) of speech samples, using eight groups of basic emotions
that contain 20 definitions of fine-grained affective-state concepts [24].

Combinations (co-occurrences) of the nine affective-state groups represent a
large variety of affective state concepts. This set is simple enough to be used
by both people and systems. Furthermore, the chosen affective-state groups
appear in many cultures and languages, although the single affective states
that are the constituents of these groups can be different [50,51]. Therefore,
the inference results can be used by people from different backgrounds. The
representation approach enables the system to recognise different nuances of
the affective-state groups. Using affective-state groups, each comprises several
affective-state concepts, also compensates for the relatively small number of
samples of each of the fine-grained affective-state concepts (six samples in this
case) [24].
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However, the affective state concepts that were chosen to represent each affective-
state group for training and testing are not the only affective states that belong
to the same affective-state groups in meaning, nor to the related groups in the
Mind Reading taxonomy and database. The remaining affective states and
their recorded expressions were later used for further testing.

2.2 Corpora of affective speech

The choice of requirements and representation method affects the definition
and choice of data-sets and the manner of data acquisition. Two data-sets
were used. The Mind Reading database was used for training [52,45]. This is
a commercial product [45] that aims to teach children diagnosed with Autism
to recognise the behavioural cues of a large variety of affective states (emo-
tions) from vocal expressions, from video recordings of head gestures and
facial expressions and from video recordings of body language in dialogues.
The experimental version that was used contains over 700 affective state con-
cepts, arranged into the 24 groups defined by the Mind Reading taxonomy.
Six sentences represent each concept. These sentences are uttered by different
actors with different (neutral) textual content. In total, the database includes
4400 recorded sentences, by ten UK English speakers, of both genders and
of different age groups, including children. According to its publishers, the
expressions were induced [53] and the database was labelled by ten people.
The database is acted, but its original purpose (teaching children to recognise
affective states from their expressions in the children’s daily lives) and the
large number of affective states that it represents, make it a suitable choice
for training a machine to recognise affective states and for validation on a large
variety of affective states (although children need fewer samples for training).

The Hebrew database, Doors, was defined and recorded as part of this research
[47]. Doors is a multi-modal database of recorded sustained human-computer
interactions. The participants were engaged in a computer game designed to
evoke emotions and expressions, based on the Iowa Gambling Test (IGT) [10].
Each interaction lasted approximately 15 minutes. The game comprised a se-
ries of 100 events in which the participant had to choose and open one of four
doors, each with a hidden profit or loss in points and a different gain expecta-
tion, unknown to the player. The goal of the player was to maximise the total
accumulated profit. The speech part consists of two repeated sentences (petah
delet zo, open this door, and segor delet, close door, in Hebrew), forming a cor-
pus of 200 sentences for each participant, in addition to speech sessions with
un-controlled text and uttered sounds of various lengths, freely evoked dur-
ing the game and during an intervening interview. In addition to speech, the
database comprises video recordings of facial expressions and head gestures,
game events, (including participants’ choices), mouse movement rate, reaction
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delay between events and physiological measurements, including: galvanic skin
response (GSR), echo-cardiograms (ECG) and blood-volume at the periphery
(BVP). Due to the Doors design, each sentence could be associated with spe-
cific game events that occurred before and after it was uttered (the 100 door
openings). The physiological cues were also synchronised to the openings of
doors in the game. The participants were Hebrew speaking graduate students
and academic staff, of both genders in the age range of 24-55, mostly from
engineering background, whose Hebrew is the first or second language. Seg-
mentation of the continuous recorded speech signal into sentences was done
automatically for most of the speakers, using an adaptation for an entropy
based algorithm [54].

The two databases complement each other. Mind Reading provides labelled

samples of a very large variety of complex affective state concepts (beyond
the set of basic emotions) for training and testing. It provides recordings
of speakers of different age groups (although few). It also provides informa-
tion about the relations between different affective states. Doors represents
naturally-evoked expressions during sustained human-computer interactions,
i.e. dynamic changes over time and nuances of expressions. This database
provides controlled text for extraction of vocal-features (and temporal met-
rics) that are related only to affective states. The various modalities supply
cross-modalities information for annotation and for verification of the anno-
tation.

Doors also provides a controlled environment, which means a single speaker,
same time and location, identical text, neutral content, multiple repetitions
and no influencing parameters outside the interaction. Under these terms the
only behavioural differences between utterances were related to the affective
state of the speaker which changed only due to the events of the interaction,
and therefore nuances of expressions could be compared and statistical analysis
of the vocal expressions in comparison to the other modalities was enabled.

These additional measures of control and cross validation are important be-
cause the two databases represent two different languages and different cul-
tures. In addition, the choice of data-sets provides the means to check if the
vocal correlates of complex affective-state groups, beyond the set of basic emo-
tions, transcend language boundaries. The non-controlled text in the Doors
database further extends the scope of the system toward universality.

Over 7000 sentences by different speakers in two different languages were used,
including 4400 acted and labelled sentences in English, over 2700 text repeti-
tions with naturally evoked expressions in Hebrew and around 100 utterances
with un-controlled text, uttered by 25 speakers of both genders and different
age groups, actors and non-actors.
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2.3 Architecture

The inference system was designed to recognise and rank the level of recogni-
tion of the nine chosen affective-state groups, so that several affective states
could co-occur simultaneously, and different features could distinguish differ-
ent affective state groups [40,36]. As described in Figure 1, the first stage
of the system consisted of a speech processing stage in which vocal-features
were extracted from the speech signal and processed to be the input to the
classification system. The next stage consisted of classification or comparisons
between every two affective-state groups followed by consolidation of the clas-
sification results from all the 36 pair-wise comparisons into a single list of the
affective-state groups. In the list (from hereon referred to as the ’ranked list’),
a number between 0-8 represented the number of comparisons in which each
of the affective states was chosen as result. This process is described in the
next sections.

3 Speech processing

The speech processing consisted of 3 stages: the first stage was the extraction
of vocal-features from the speech signal (signal processing), the second stage
was calculation of statistical and temporal metrics from the extracted vocal-
features for each analysed sentence and the third stage was normalisation of
the metrics. The normalised metrics were then entered into the classification
system. Feature extraction algorithms and the definitions of temporal metrics
were developed and tested using both databases, Mind Reading and Doors.
The features were derived from research into the fields of affective speech
recognition [55,20], speech recognition, linguistics and pragmatics [5,56], psy-
chology, musicology [57–62], acoustics, hearing [63–65], communication disor-
ders [66], brain research and neurology [67–71]. Models of speech production
[72–74] and speech perception were examined, in addition to various tools and
algorithms for each feature and metric.

The extracted vocal-features included the fundamental frequency, f0, the vi-
bration rate of the vocal chords, which depends on the size and tension of the
vocal fold at any given time. It changes up and down in response to factors
relating to stress, emotions and intonations [74–76]. Multiple extraction algo-
rithms of the fundamental frequency were examined [77,28,74,75,78,79]. The
chosen algorithm was based on Boersma’s algorithm [79,80] with modifica-
tions that extended the continuity considerations in time and frequency, and
required no manual intervention; energy of the speech signal, smoothed using
average over a time frame and a window; spectral content based on Bark scale
up to 9 KHz [81,82]; and harmonic properties [43], such as consonance and
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Table 2
Distribution of features and metrics

Types Metrics # of metrics

f0
Speech rate, voiced/unvoiced durations, f0,
up/down slopes, properties of peak values

34

Energy
Amplitude, max energy, durations and lapses
between peak values

19

’Tempo’
Relative durations of speech parts
shape of energy peaks

17

Harmonic
Properties

Number and duration of harmonic intervals 19

Spectral
Content

Central frequencies: 101,204,309,417,531,
651,781,922,1079,1255,1456,1691,1968,
2302,2711,3212,3833,4554,5412,6414,7617

84

dissonance. Two tones are perceived as pleasant (consonance) when the ear
can separate them clearly and when they are in unison for all harmonics. Rel-
atively small frequency intervals (relative to the fundamental frequency), are
not well-distinguished and therefore perceived as ’roughness’ (dissonance) [58–
61,43]. All these vocal-features were calculated for overlapping time frames,
with duration of 50 msec (except for very low fundamental frequency) and
overlap of 40 msec. All the vocal-features were extracted automatically, with
no manual intervention.

A set of metrics was defined from these basic vocal-features. It provided the
means to automatically analyse the vocal-features and their temporal charac-
teristics for the whole utterance or sentence. The metrics included statistical
properties of each vocal feature, such as median, range, maximum value, mean
and standard deviation. The temporal metrics drew on definitions from lin-
guistics and musicology, such as durations and time lapses between occurrences
of speech parts, for example, duration of speech or silence, voiced or unvoiced
durations - places in which there are and there are no vibrations of the vocal
chords, respectively, as well as metrics that drew on the definitions of tempo
and melody that take into account the relations in duration and intensity be-
tween different speech parts. As these speech parts have different values along
an utterance, their statistical properties were also considered. In total, the
set of secondary metrics used for inference consisted of 173 parameters for
each speech signal (a sentence). This set comprised of all the observed char-
acteristics from both datasets. A summary of the metrics for which statistical
measures were used appears in Table 2.

The different metrics greatly differed in their ranges (over several orders of
magnitude). This caused a bias. Therefore, the metrics were normalised. Each
metric was normalised separately for every speaker (and not for all the speak-
ers). Each speaker has individual characteristics that derive from the speaker’s
identity, including parameters such as gender, body structure, personality, spo-
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ken language and accent, or from the recording conditions. The normalisation
compensated for the inter-speaker variability. As a result, the characteristics of
an expression in comparison to other expressions could be compared between
speakers. Another advantage of this method was that there was no need for a
’neutral’ expression (which is not definable in the case of subtle expressions).

4 Classification

The input to the classification system was the values of the normalised metrics
calculated for the current sentence or utterance (from hereon referred to as
features). The output was a ranked list that rated the level of recognition of
each of the affective-state groups in this sentence. The classification system
consisted of a set or a series of pair-wise decision machines, each resolving a
dichotomy. Each machine decided with which of the two affective-state groups,
the utterance-to-be-analyzed should be associated. This method has been used
for classification of affective states [24]. However, here each machine was built
independently in terms of the feature sets and classification algorithms.

Observations show that different sets of features and metrics distinguish dif-
ferent affective states [40]. The implication for design is that classification
machines that distinguish between different affective-state groups should use
different metrics, and there is no need to find one small set of metrics to dis-
tinguish between all the affective states. The different machines use different
metrics, therefore they are independent and the classification algorithms can
also be optimised for each machine separately. The training process entailed
finding the best combination of features and classification algorithm for each
pair of affective-state groups. The chosen classification algorithms (after com-
parison to various classification and clustering algorithms [43]) were Linear
Support Vector Machine and C4.5/C5.0 decision tree [83,84]. All the training
was done with the data mining tool, Weka [85]. The vocal-feature extraction,
the metric calculations, the implementation of the classification machines and
the testing were done using Matlab. The chosen pair-wise comparison algo-
rithms were compared to other classification methods [43] and were found
at least as good while easier to implement. Incidentally, the chosen methods
define a border or a threshold between classes which agrees with previous ob-
servations [40] that the distinction between expressions of complex affective
states in some cases relates to thresholds rather than to cluster centres. An
affective-state group was recognised by the differences or borders between its
samples and the samples of each of the other affective-state groups, rather
than characterised by the centre of the majority of its samples. Training was
done independently for each pair-wise machine. In total 380 sentences were
used for training. Using tenfold cross-validation and making sure that the two
classes were recognised at similar rates. The average number of features in the
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pair-wise machines was 10, which is very low compared to the full set of 173
features. However, nearly the entire set of features was required for the clas-
sification and inference of the nine chosen affective states (166 features). The
features that did not appear in any of the machines were 4 of the harmonic
properties, duration of f0 down slopes and properties of two of the spectral-
bands. Tenfold cross validation results for the 36 machines were on average
76% As can be seen in Table 3(classification over 80% in 11 machines, between
70-80% in 19 machines, and between 66-70% in 6 machines).

It is quite impossible to compare these results to other classification reports be-
cause the affective states, the classification methods, the features used and the
speech corpora are different, though classification results of affect in speech in
general could be seen in many of the references (for example [24,36,26,86,20,87]).
For example, Devillers et al. [39] review ten sets of pair-classification results,
in the range of 60%-90% (median 76%). They mostly refer to classification
between well-distinct affective states or dimensions, such as positive-negative,
negative vs. non-negative, emotion vs. non-emotion, frustration vs. others,
and the like. When pair-wise comparisons are used, as reported for example
by Vidrascu and Devillers [24], who used pair-wise comparisons because they
preferred to use SVM-based classification, the results are usually reported for
the overall machine that distinguishes between all the affective states. The
results presented here refer to 36 pair-wise machines of more subtle and more
intricate (less distinctive) affective-states and show that such affective states
can be classified with similar accuracy rates. The classification results are lower
for pairs of affective-state groups that are not necessarily mutually exclusive in
meaning, such as joyful and excited (60%). Other relatively low results could
signify similarity in the behavioural or vocal expressions of the two examined
affective-state groups, or (automatically selected) sub-optimal set of metrics.

The metric sets were chosen mostly automatically, using various methods
of feature selection. The observation that different features and metrics dis-
tinguish different expressions of affective states was tested. Sets of metrics
that yielded near optimal classification between certain pairs of affective-state
groups A-B(tenfold cross-validation over 80%) were used for classification be-
tween one of these affective-state groups and a third affective-state group A-C,
the results in these tests were often close to random probability, which means
that these metrics do not distinguish between these affective-state groups (A-
C).

The comparison results were consolidated into a single ranked list, in which
each of the recognisable affective-state groups was ranked according to the
number of comparisons in which it was chosen, in the range of 0-8. This list
was used in different manners for different applications.

This architecture was compared to others architectures, including a single ma-
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chine for all the expressions, i.e. a machine that chose one of the nine affective
states, implemented with decision-tree, neural network, polynomial SVM and
Gaussian SVMs, as well as to a pair-wise architecture of only SVM machines.
In these methods the performance was not good (close to random) in terms of
true-positive values and tenfold cross-validation. Of these methods, only the
pair-wise comparison method allows inference of more than one mental state
for a single sample. Finding an optimised algorithm for each machine in a pair-
wise system improved the results in comparison to a single arbitrary algorithm
(such as the SVM only pair-wise system). The same applies to a single sub-set
of features. Because the training was done for each pair of affective states, the
machine training was relatively simple and did not take long to implement.
The integration of multiple classification results from different machines fur-
ther improved the reliability. The trained machines and the consolidation of
the results were implemented in Matlab.

As each pair of affective states has its own comparison machine, the inference
machine can be extended to accommodate additional expressions, based on
different training data. In this case, only the new machines require training
and they can be added to or subtracted from the existing machine without
re-training the pair-wise machines that remain relevant.

5 Validation and generalisation

Validation and generalisation were performed in several stages. Each stage
evaluated another capability of the inference system, extended and expanded
its scope.

5.1 Inference of a single affective state

The Mind Reading database was used for training and testing. The first stage
of validation was to infer one affective state for each sentence so that it could be
compared to the label of the sentence in the database. For this evaluation, the
Condorcet voting method was used [88,89], with the two round runoff method,
a second round of pair-wise comparisons between the candidates with the
maximum number of votes, in order to ensure the selection of a single leading
candidate. For nine expressions of mental-states, the probability of randomly
choosing an affective state is 11%, all the affective states were recognised with
a higher score, as can be seen in Table 4. True-positive results appear along
the diagonal. The testing was done on the full set of 549 sentences and the
total detection rate was 79%. Here again the higher error rates can be related
to affective-state groups that are not mutually exclusive, such as opposed and
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sure.

The inference relates to complex affective states that have not been considered
in other studies. Although the speech corpus is acted, and not built of sam-
ples that were carefully chosen from real data, the speech corpus comprises
sentences of many nuances of affective states rather than stereotypical expres-
sions of extreme emotions. It would be difficult to compare the detection rates
to those from other studies. For example, Vidrascue and Devillers [24] report
detection rate of 45% for 5 affective-state groups with a corpus from the Berlin
database from call centres. They refer to other studies that achieved 77% of
good detection on acted speech with 7 classes, 28% with 7 classes and 39%
with 5 classes on the same data. Xiao et al. [36] report success rate of 78.6% for
inferring 6 basic emotions from single words, and refers to other studies that
examined detection of 3-6 affective states and did not reach similar detection
rates. However, the methodology of testing, the data-sets, the representation
manner, the number of classes are all different and this comparison is not very
meaningful and can only serve as a general indicator.

5.2 Inferring co-occurring affective states

Several of the affective states can co-exist in an utterance. Therefore, instead
of finding a single winner (chosen in most comparisons) it is better to look
for the leading candidates. Affective-state groups that were chosen by several
machines, for the same utterance, were selected. The threshold for selection
was set at over one standard deviation above the mean number of machines,
i.e. at least six machines. With this method, the average accuracy of the recog-
nition was over 81% (random probability in this case is 14%). This method is
more accurate in the sense that the label of the examined expression is more
likely to be included in the inference results. A confusion matrix is presented
in Table 5. It is not exactly a confusion matrix by definition because multiple
affective states were chosen intentionally (the sum is greater than 100%).

5.3 Characterising affective state concepts

In the threshold method several affective states can be recognised, rather than
a single affective state. The third stage of validation was to check the infer-
ence results of the co-occurring affective states beyond the given labels. The
inference results were compared to the lexical meaning of the affective state
concepts or to the expected behavioural characteristics. Although these cri-
teria are highly subjective, the inferred combinations often agreed with the
definitions of the concepts in dictionaries [90] and thesaurus engines. In addi-
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tion, complex affective state concepts that have similar meaning had a similar
or an identical inferred combination, for example fantasizing and dreamy.

Table 6 shows an example of the inference results for each sentence with the
label choosing from the thinking group. It shows that in all the sentences,
the expression thinking is the most dominant. The ranking of 8 means that
an affective-state group was recognised in all the pair-wise comparisons as
the most probable candidate for the expressions in the examined speech ut-
terance. Dominant affective states appear also with ranking of 7 and 6. The
affective-state groups stressed, opposed and unsure were recognised with high
rates in the sentences labelled as choosing. These recognised affective states
are expected and accepted behavioural expressions of the affective state con-
cept choosing in different contexts. The inference can be considered correct
for all the inferred combinations. However, the expression is subject to the
context, and different sentences convey different nuances of the affective-state
concept (different combinations of the recognised affective-state groups). A
more reliable test is to accumulate the inference results of all the sentences
that belong to a certain label or concept and check if they can characterise the
concept, finding the affective-state groups that were recognised in most of the
sentences that represent and affective-state concept, i.e. ranking by concept.
Therefore, a double-threshold was applied - only affective states chosen by
six or more machines (over one standard deviation above the mean), in four
of the six sentences (over one standard deviation above the mean number of
sentences, >66%) were considered dominant for the concept. Affective states
chosen with the same high rate in three of these sentences, i.e. 50% of all the
sentences and 50%-75% of the sentences in which a dominant affective state
was found, were considered as possibly influential. In the example of choosing,
the affective states thinking and unsure were dominant, chosen by six or more
machines in more than four of the six sentences, as summarised in the two rows
at the bottom of the table. The combinations of thinking, stressed and opposed

appeared only in a small number of sentences and therefore could not be con-
sidered significant or dominant for the affective state concept in general. The
result of thinking and unsure was closer to the meaning of the term choosing

and characterised its meaning and the expected behaviour related to it. This
example demonstrates the cause for differences between the results in Table 4
and Table 5. It also justifies the choice of database and architecture, because
nuances of affective states are distinguishable, using different combinations of
the affective state groups.

In the same manner the inference results of all the 93 concepts in the testing set
were evaluated and found to be similar to the lexical definitions and meanings
of the examined concepts and to the behavioural expressions associated with
them. All the thresholds were calculated and summarised automatically.
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5.4 Characterising a large variety of affective state concepts

An experiment was performed in order to extend the scope of the examina-
tion to the entire voice part of the Mind Reading database. For validation,
the characteristics of affective state concepts were examined rather than the
inference results for a single sentence. The double-threshold procedure was
applied as before and 459 affective state concepts were characterised. At least
85% of the characterisation results are comparable to the related lexical defi-
nitions or signify the expected behaviour associated with the concept. These
definitions are not precise, and six samples per affective state are not a large
set, but characterising 459 affective state concepts comprising at least 1700
sentences, using the double threshold procedure, is a meaningful result (far
from random). The testing at this stage included concepts from all the 24
groups of the Mind Reading database.

This experiment includes also concepts that could belong to the chosen affective-
state groups but for this additional validation were left out of the initial train-
ing and testing sets. For example, the affective states dreamy and considering

from the thinking group in the Mind Reading taxonomy, for which the affec-
tive state thinking was recognised with nearly 100% accuracy, in combination
with other affective states.

The inference was done automatically for all the sentences and concepts. The
inference results of most of the 4400 sentences of the database reveal recognised
affective-state groups (first threshold) from the accumulated results of the 36
machines. Only 36% of the affective-state concepts could not be characterised,
using the 2nd threshold criteria.

5.5 Comparison to human performance

The distinguishing capabilities of the system were compared to human per-
formance on the CAM Battery Test [46], in which the inference results of a
sentence that belongs to a certain affective state concept were compared to
the inference of three different affective state concepts, for 50 sentences. The
results were compared to those of a test in which humans had to choose the
correct label for this sentence, given its label and the labels of the three other
affective state concepts. All the affective states that were chosen for this test
can generally be recognised and understood only by humans over the age of
15. In this test, the machine inferred different combinations for the sentence
and the other concepts in 49 of the 50 sentences, which outperforms the hu-
man results, with average of 46 of the 50 sentences, as reported by Golan et

al. [46].
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5.6 Annotation and analysis of sustained interactions

The inference system was used for automatic annotation of six sustained inter-
actions by six different players from the Doors database (described in Section
2.2).

Thus, a ranked list of the recognition level of the nine affective-state groups was
generated for each utterance. Each interaction (game) lasted about 15 minutes,
with over 200 sentences. Each of the metrics in the samples of each speaker was
normalised, as described in the speech processing stage. No additional training
was required. For the analysis of sustained interactions, for each sentence
the ranked list was used with all the levels of recognition between 0 and 8.
An example of annotation results for a short sequence of sentences from an
interaction in the Doors database, can be seen in Table 7. In the table, each
line represents a sentence. The annotation results are presented as numbers in
the range 0-8 that signify the observed rank of the affective states that head
the coloumns. In this case, gradual changes of the observed rank of an affective
state can be seen between successive sentences, as well as sudden changes.

The fully controlled environment allowed for statistical correlation to be used.
The validation was done through analysis of the interactions and correlation
to contextual cues (using t-test, p<0.01). Significant correlation was found be-
tween the inferred mental states and game events such as total gain, temporary
loss and gambling on good or bad doors (doors with positive or negative gain
expectation) [42,43].

For example, the confidence level of a participant, who could explain the right
strategy to maximise the gain in the game, increased after a positive feedback
from the experimenters for the explanation in the intervening review (mean
before feedback 2.6, mean after feedback 3.3, p<0.01). The confidence level was
inferred from the speech. In addition, from this stage onward the inference of
the affective state interest decreased. Analysis of the verbal content revealed
that at the same time the participant started complaining of boredom, in
sentences of uncontrolled text. The inferred affective states for these sentences
revealed the same attitude (mean recognition of opposed before feedback 3.3,
and after feedback 4.1, p<0.01).

Another participant wanted to win (as reported in the interview). The mean of
the inferred stress level was‘significantly lower after the participant was asked
by the experimenters to loose on purpose (mean before 3.5, mean after 2.6, ,
p<0.01).

For a third participant significant differences in the inference of joyful and of
stress were found between events in which the total gain was positive (joy was
high and stress was low) and events in which the gain was negative (joy was
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low and stress was high).

These results, which were statistically significant, showed that the automatic
annotation was meaningful. This implied that the inference system could be
applied to the Doors database. In order to examine the capabilities of the
system to infer dynamic changes over time, dynamic analysis of the affec-
tive states was conducted. Research efforts have only started to address the
problem of changes in expressions over time [91,92]. For example, Picard suc-
cessfully recognise certain emotions from physiological reactions of an actor,
recorded on different days [91], Fernandez and Picard investigate stress in
drivers’ speech [26]. The connection between physiological reaction, affect and
decision making, though widely used [10,93], is limited to few general affective
states. Galvanic skin response (GSR) response-time is limited by the response
time of the physiological system (delay of 3-7 sec), the response time of other
cues such as heart rate variability are measured in minutes. In general, speech
provides a more immediate response, and as demonstrated here, a larger vari-
ety of affective states can be inferred. Here, the inferred affective states were
compared to events. In addition, preliminary comparisons of the inference re-
sults to physiological cues, such as GSR and to other behavioural cues, such
as mouse movement rate and the verbal content of the uttered sentences were
analysed. The analysis included all the speech utterances, with controlled and
uncontrolled text [43]. As can be seen for example in Figure 2, the temporal
analysis showed that the level of inferred stress of the participant who was
asked during the second interview to loose on purpose, decreased at once with
the request to loose. The same change appeared also in the baseline of the
GSR measurements recorded at the same time.

During the interview in which the participant was asked to choose the doors
with the low expectation, the participant asked questions about the request
and thought about it. These events appeared both in the verbal content and
in the automatically inferred affective states thinking and interested.

The participant who got positive feedback during the intermediate interview
laughed with the affirmation of success and knowledge, the inferred affective
state at this stage was (joy. At another stage of the experiment, the same par-
ticipant complained laughingly about part of the experimental setup (the elec-
trodes for ECG measurements), in this sentence the inference results showed
a combination of (joy and stress).

Correlation was found between the outcome of a door opening and the inferred
affective state. For example, a decrease of confidence after a big loss. These
results were supported by physiological cues such as a change in the GSR at
the same point, and behavioural cues such as statistically significant increased
mouse movement rate and longer latent periods before the next decision.
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These examples and additional results [42,43] demonstrate the capabilities
of the system to infer affective states and to automatically annotate affective
states in speech corpora. The examples show that the system can generalise to
(at least some) new speakers with no additional training. They also show that
the vocal expressions of complex affective states (acted or naturally evoked)
transcend language or culture barriers (at least between English and Hebrew,
English and Israeli speakers).

6 Summary and conclusions

This paper presents an approach to the inference of affective states from their
non-verbal expressions in speech with the goal to develop systems that infer
affective states as occur in real scenarios. The framework presents a process of
design, implementation and verification that leads towards a general solution,
i.e. a system suitable for inference of affect in real scenarios, including a wide
range of affective states and speakers. The paper presents an implementation
that achieves most of the design goals.

The framework includes a representation method of the domain of affective
state concepts using the prototype approach. It uses a small set of affective
state groups shared by different cultures and languages, that appear in every-
day life and whose combinations represent a large variety of affective states
and behavioural patterns. The inference results are presented in a manner
that can be both understood by people and used by machines (much of the
processing for the analysis was done automatically).

The framework also includes the selection and definition of complementing
data-sets that enable training, testing and controlled validation and gener-
alisation. A corpora comprising a very large variety of acted and labelled
affective state concepts was chosen for training, testing and characterisation
of 459 affective state concepts. A multi-modal database of naturally evoked
expressions during sustained interactions, with new speakers and language,
was recorded and used for further validation, after verifying that the inference
results for this corpora are meaningful. Although the training stage itself was
not performed on recorded corpora of naturally evoked affective states, the
combination of these data-sets uses their respective advantages for an over-
all design and validation process that exceeds the capabilities of the current
state-of-the-art.

The inference is performed for utterances or sentences, which are meaningful
units of speech. A large set of features is used for the classification. Inter-
speaker variability was neutralised by normalising the values of each feature
for each speaker. It enables the system to be used for new speakers with no
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additional training. It also means that the system considers only the changes
between different expressions and there is no need to define a ’neutral’ ex-
pression. Generalisation to new languages is achieved by the combination of
normalisation of speech metrics and of the representation method that uses
affective-state groups that are common to different cultures.

The representation manner and the choice of affect corpora are fundamental
to the design of the system and both are based on the definition of the term
affective state and the goal. An important guideline in the design of the system
is that different sets of features distinguish different expressions.

The architecture consists of pair-wise comparisons between expression groups.
Different features distinguish different affective states. Therefore, each pair-
wise machine was built with its own sub-set of features and classification
algorithm. The pair-wise comparisons are consolidated into a single ranked
list that reflects the number of comparisons in which each expression was
chosen. The ranked list represents levels of inference of co-occurring affective
states.

The validation process is part of the framework. It enables gradually extend-
ing the scope of the inference system capabilities by using the respective ad-
vantages of both data-sets. Due to the combination of representation method,
data-sets and architecture, relatively few affective-state groups sufficed to suc-
cessfully infer and characterise a very large range of affective states. The sys-
tem successfully inferred affective states within and beyond the set of affective-
state groups that it was trained to infer, including nuances of expressions, and
affective states that can co-occur simultaneously and change dynamically over
time.

Adding affective-state groups to the system would require adding few pair-
wise machines while no re-training of the existing machines is required. Thus
the system could be easily adapted to various applications.

The successful inference of affective states in different languages (and cultures)
indicates that the vocal cues of complex affective states transcend language
and culture barriers.
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Table 3
Tenfold cross-validation of the 36 pair-wise machines
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joyful 82% 83% 61% 60% 71% 77% 75% 72%

absorbed 84% 87% 81% 78% 82% 64% 73%

sure 84% 79% 72% 78% 78% 75%

stressed 73% 84% 66% 68% 72%

excited 74% 71% 64% 79%

opposed 75% 79% 81%

interested 72% 83%

unsure 89%

Table 4
Confusion matrix of the inference machine using the Condorcet method.

Recognised Expression

Data

Class
joyful absorbed sure stressed excited opposed interested unsure thinking

joyful 0.67 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.03

absorbed 0.00 0.91 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00

sure 0.03 0.11 0.75 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.02

stressed 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.78 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.00

excited 0.10 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.60 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00

opposed 0.05 0.05 0.19 0.05 0.05 0.59 0.00 0.02 0.00

interested 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.02 0.89 0.00 0.00

unsure 0.03 0.14 0.01 0.10 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.46 0.05

thinking 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.79
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Table 5
Results of the inference machine using the threshold method.

Recognised Expression

Data

Class
joyful absorbed sure stressed excited opposed interested unsure thinking

joyful 0.75 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.16 0.19 0.06 0.11 0.02

absorbed 0.02 0.93 0.10 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.17 0.17

sure 0.03 0.12 0.87 0.02 0.12 0.28 0.02 0.08 0.02

stressed 0.06 0.08 0.01 0.78 0.11 0.10 0.00 0.20 0.01

excited 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.81 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.02

opposed 0.12 0.05 0.27 0.02 0.07 0.88 0.00 0.12 0.00

interested 0.02 0.12 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.95 0.26 0.02

unsure 0.00 0.17 0.01 0.17 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.76 0.18

thinking 0.01 0.16 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.25 0.90

Table 6
An example of inference of co-occurring affective states for sentences that are la-
belled with a single mental state concept choosing. The three top rows represent
inferred ranked lists for 3 sentences. Grey shades mark expressions chosen by 6-8
machines. The final definition of the concept is at the 2 bottom lines, stating the
number of sentences in which an expression was recognised: • recognition in 4-6
sentences
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choosing1.wav 2 5 2 3 3 4 3 7 7

choosing2.wav 4 0 1 6 5 5 2 6 7

choosing3.wav 4 3 1 4 2 6 3 6 7

choosing4.wav 3 5 2 3 1 6 2 6 8

choosing5.wav 5 5 2 4 3 2 3 4 8

choosing6.wav 5 5 2 4 3 2 3 4 8

Choosing 4 6

Choosing • •
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Table 7
Automatic annotation results for a sequence of sentences from an interaction in the
Doors database.
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sentence 1 7 3 2 3 5 7 4 2 3

sentence 2 5 4 2 5 5 7 5 1 2

sentence 3 5 4 6 3 4 5 6 1 2

sentence 4 7 4 5 2 3 5 2 4 4

sentence 5 7 5 4 2 2 5 3 4 4
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Fig. 1. Schematic description of the inference machine.

Fig. 2. Recordings of automatic inference results of stress, sure and absorbed, in
comparison to gain and to skin conductivity during an interaction. Interludes of
interviews are marked by dotted lines.
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